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10.8 A Bidirectional RF-Combining 60GHz Next, the functioning of the array and the design challenges, par-
Phased-Array Front-End ticularly in the BVP, are discussed in depth. The input to eachelement is first amplified by a 60GHz LNA that has variable gain

Arun Natarajan, Brian Floydi, Ali Hajimiril to compensate for downstream gain variations. The LNA is a 4-
stage design, in which the first 3 stages are similar to [3] while
the 4t' stage provides variable gain by current steering. The out-

lCalilfornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA put of the LNA is provided to a DP that can choose between two
iIBM T.J. Watson, Yorktown Heights, NY phase-shift settings (Fig. 10.8.3). The discrete phase shift in each

element is achieved using a combination of transmission lines
Phased arrays enable electronic steering of the direction of max- and a passive 180' phase inverter. The DP output is converted to
imum sensitivity of a receiver, providing improved SNR and spa- current by a transconductance stage (Gm-stage) whose output
tial selectivity [1]. While RF-combined arrays are desirable due to impedance is much higher than the impedance of the BVPs to
low area and power consumption, they are challenging to imple- which it is coupled (Fig. 10.8.3). Hence, when the impedances at
ment in silicon due to the need for RF phase shifters, However, OutA and OutB are matched to that of the BVPs, the output of
multiple-beam-based approaches can be used to simplify array each G,, -stage sees two equal parallel loads to the left and right,
design and enable RF signal combining [2]. This paper presents a causing the output current from each element to divide equally
60GHz RF-combined array architecture that adopts a hybrid par- between OutA and OutB. The BVPs are matched to 50Q at OutA
allel/series phase-shift approach which reduces the requirements and OutB using a X/4 transformer with the Gm-stage functioning
of on-chip phase shifters and provides for simultaneous illumina- as an open-drain stage.
tion of two angles of incidence. The 4-element array includes
amplitude control in each element as well as continuous phase The BVP is implemented using multiple sections of capacitively
adjustment. loaded transmission lines in which the phase shift is varied using

Fige sMOS varactors (Fig. 10.8.4). In order to provide design insight,Fgure :10.8.1 shows the block diagram of therF-comblndeieng the BVP sections are approximated as LC sections to derive the
receiver front-end that incorporates both parallel and series equations in Fig. 10.8.4. It can be seen that for phase-shift varia-
phase-shift techniques. A signal arriving at the n h element in the tion from 180' to 360', the varactor capacitance has to vary by at
array with angle of incidence 0, will experience a phase shift least a factor of 4; moreover the bandwidth decreases with
yfn=(n-1) ir sin (0)=(n-1)yf,, assuming antenna spacing of 2/2. The increasing phase shift, leading to higher loss. Additionally, in
parallel phase shifters in each element introduce a phase shift such a BVP the impedafnce changes with phase shift, necessitat-
oc,=nuo0. The signals are then fed into bidirectional series phase ing variable load impedance in ordesr to maintain power match-
shifters, each providing a phase shift of 0. Signals on the series ing. Thus, the reduction in the BVP variable-phase-shift require-
phase shifters travel in both directions, yielding the following sig- ment to 45t results in lower phase-shifter loss while also ensur-
nal summations at OutA and OutB: ing that a constant load impedance at OutA and OutB provides

N
[(n-1)v0+HOnO+(n-1)0] sufficiently good output match across phase-shift settings. The

RFA O (1) measured phase shift and insertion loss at 60GHz for a 5-section
n=1 BVP stage are shown in Fig 10.8.4. Measurements on a stand-
N alone BVP indicate S,, <-20dB for 25Q terminal impedances

IRFB Io0Ee-i[(--1)o+na+(V-n)O] (2) across all phase-shift settings.
n=1

From (1) and (2), it can be shown that the incident angles of max- Figure 10.8.5 shows the measured input and output match, gain
imum sensitivity at OutA and OutB are: and noise figure of the front-end. While the gain variation for dif-

(-( +o0)> .-a-0) ferent DP settings is within 1.2dB, it is larger across BVP set-
O21A,A=arcsinI and_,,,,=arcsin (3) tings (Fig. 10.8.5b). This can be compensated substantially by the

lOdB gain variation in the variable-gain LNA. The noise figure of
In a classic parallel-fed array, 0= 0', and hence oco needs to vary the front-end varies from 5.3dB (Input 4 OutB) to 6.9dB (Input
from -180' to +180' to achieve full spatial coverage. In a series-fed 1 -i OutB) at 60GHz. Since the noise figure of the receiver is dom-
array, where cco 0', OutA and OutB receive signals from two dif- imated by the LNA and the subsequent blocks before the BVP, this
ferent angles, and hence a 0' to +180' variation in 0 ensures full phased-array architecture provides an improvement in SNR
spatial coverage. While the phase-variation requirements of RF despite the reuse of series BVPs. The front-end input-referred
phase shifters are reduced in the series-fed array, implementing PldB is -33.5dBm.
bidirectional variable phase shifters (BVPs) in silicon that pro-
vide 180' of variable phase shift with good linearity, controlled Figure 10.8.6 shows the 4-element array patterns based on meas-
impedance, and uniform gain can be challenging at 60GHz. ured S-parameters which closely match theoretical predictions in

Fig. 10.8.2. The array achieves full spatial coverage with a peak-
In this work, the series-fed and parallel-fed array architectures to-null ratio higher than 25dB. Figure 10.8.7 shows a die micro-
are combined to further relax theRF-phase-shifter requirements. graph of the array which is implemented in a 0.12gm SiGe
As shown in Fig. 10.8.1, discrete phase shifters (DPs) in every ele- BiCMOS process. In each element, the LNA draws 12mA from
ment choose one of two phase-shift settings, e.g., 0' or 180' in the 2.7V while the other circuits draw lOmA from 2.7V and 3niA from
second element. The DPs can be configured to provide different 2.2V. The 4-element front-end consumes 265mW and occupies
values of ex in each mode of operation, thereby reducing the vari- 1.85x2.5mm2 of die area.
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Figure 10.8.1: Bidirectional RF-combining phased-array architecture. Figure 10.8.2: Angles received in each array mode (BVP variation:1350to 1800).
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Figure 10.8.3: Discrete phase shifters (DPs) and transconductance stage. Figure 10.8.4: 60GHz bidirectional variable phase shifter (BVIP).
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Figure 10.8.7: Die micrograph of 60GHz phased-array front-end.


